
Employee loyalty program

Offer for corporate clients

More and more employees experience difficulties when seek for appropriate employees and thus more and 

more undertakings encounter the problem of vacancy. Retention of reliable and skilled experts is important. 

Those undertakings are able to rely on their key staff members on the long run, which can ensure attractive 

professional career coupled with appropriate financial motivation. Corporate managers are hardly able 

to promote solely through wages those members of the staff whose expertise and commitment is inevitable 

for successful operation. The program offered by Aegon Insurance Ltd is aimed at the intensification of the 

commitment and loyalty of the key personnel on the long run. Our employee loyalty program is made up 

of two parts that are available in a set or separately.

1.  Savings for employees

Saving for the retirement age

Everyone would like to keep the living standard in his her retire-

ment age as he/she had during the active years. Demographical 

changes in Hungary forecast that pension payable by the State 

would not create sufficient future coverage, this is why we are 

necessitated to accumulate capital during our active years, 

which we as pensioners could spend.

Saving for individual objectives

(dwelling exchange, support to children, etc.)

Everyone has objectives remote in time, which would 

require a larger amount of money in the future. 

The employer may participate in the precautionary savings 

by way of concluding saving life insurance for distinguished 

employees. This solution is advantageous for both parties.



Employee loyalty program

This information is not comprehensive, before you would like to conclude a contract please carefully read the general and special 

terms and conditions of the selected insurance contract and/or learn more about the tax rules in force; ask for our taxation guidelines.
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2.   Protection for the employees against risks

National statistical data suggest that active workers might incur 

accidents or become seriously ill. The most typical cases are 

cardiovascular problems or tumours that prevent employees 

from working for long months. No matter whether the sick pay 

is disbursed to the employee for illness or accident, he/she will 

need additional financial aid for quick recovery. The employer 

could assume preparations for unexpected events by way of 

purchasing life, health and accident insurance protection for 

its distinguished employees. The undertaking sends a positive 

message for its most important employees: you may rely on our 

care if you are in trouble. The undertaking can pay the premium 

for term life insurance free of tax (an amount not exceeding 

30% of the current minimum wage may be paid free of tax, 

the part of the premium in excess of that is taxable), 

and the entire premium can be recognised as cost.

Advantages for the undertaking
 The undertaking can at its discretion select employees 

 for whom it would initiate a saving program, also, 

 the undertaking may decide whether different 

 or equal amounts will be paid in favour of such 

 distinguished employees.

 In view of the fact that the tax laws support employers' long

  term savings in favour of their employees, the undertaking

  can pay life insurance premium under more favourable

  taxation terms than those relative to wages. 

 A consequence of the favourable taxation is that

  with identical corporate expenditures distinguished

  employees receive higher amount. Of course, 

 the entire insurance premium can be recognised as cost.

 Under a life insurance concluded in favour of an employee

  for e.g. 10 years, several million of forints can be

  accumulated. An employee would hardly abandon such 

 an amount because should he/she leave the undertaking 

 he/she would incur serious loss.

 Attributably to the individual flexibility of our program, 

 the insured person can any time be replaced by another, 

 i.e. instead of the employee who would nevertheless 

 say farewell to the undertaking a new employee can be

  included in the contract. The possibility of replacing

 insured persons would facilitate recruitment, too.

Advantages for employees
 Any off-wage remuneration would confirm for the 

 employee that his/her employer highly appreciates 

 his/her work and relies on him/her on the long run.

In the case of a life insurance, the duration 

of the saving period can be freely selected


